Earth and Space Exploration Day
Saturday, November 5, 2016
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

ISTB 4 (Interdisciplinary Science and Technology Building 4)
781 East Terrace, Tempe - Rural Road between Terrace and Lemon - Free parking

- 3-D planetarium shows
- Interactive science exhibits
- NASA Space Grant rockets and robots
- Scientific talks on space exploration and planetary science
- Answers to all your Earth and space questions from ASU scientists
- “Dr. Rock” sample identification
- “Captain Fireball” meteorite analysis
- Minerals, fossils and rocks from ASU’s GeoClub for sale
- Real meteorites to see and touch
- Actual Moon rock on display
- Geology field trip to “A” Mountain

For more information and to pre-register for this FREE event, visit sese.asu.edu